AQUEOUS PARTS WASHER
n

PRODUCT INFORMATION

ASHBURN AQUEOUS PARTS WASHER is a specially formulated watersoluble alkaline cleaner specifically designed for high pressure and high
temperature parts washers. This product will cut oil and sludge from
machined parts and provide in process rust protection. This will prevent the
parts from flash rusting.
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Superior Cleaning

n

Easily Removes Grease

		 and Oils
n

Good Rust Protection

n

Will Not Harm Paint at

A safe alternative to the ever growing problem of toxic chemical use. Will not
harm any surface not harmed by water. May be diluted up to one ounce per
gallon. Formulated to a balanced blend of detergents, chelating agents, and
builders to cut through any grease, dirt, soil, grime and then suspend the
soil. Leaves surfaces clean and sparkling with a fresh aroma. Excellent also
as general purpose cleaner for walls and windows.

		 Proper Dilutions
n

Breaks Down Sludge

n

TYPICAL ANALYSIS

WEIGHT:................................................................................................................ 8.5 LB/ GL
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: ..................................................................................................... 1.02
FLASH POINT:...............................................................................................................None
WATER SOLUBILITY: ............................................................................................Complete
APPEARANCE: ...................................................................................... Clear, Green Liquid
pH CONCENTRATE: . ................................................................................................. + 10.5

AQUEOUS PARTS WASHER
n

DIRECTIONS

AUTO PARTS WASHERS: Dilute product from 1:5 up to 1:30 depending on the
severity of the application.
GENERAL CLEANING: Dilute product 1 to 50 with water. Spray, brush, or wipe
solution onto surface to be cleaned. Wipe up solution with clean cloth or towel .
HEAVY DUTY CLEANING: Dilute product 1:5 to 1:10 with water depending upon
the soil conditions. For heavy soil, apply solution to the surface and allow to stand
for 5 minutes to loosen soil. Rinse with water.
FLOOR SCRUBBERS: Dilute I to 4 ounces per gallon of water depending on the
soil conditions of the floor. Light soil: Run machine to remove dirt.
Heavy soil: Apply solution to floor with machine. Allow to stand for five minutes to
loosen soil. Vacuum up with water.
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AVAILABILITY

PART# 		

SIZE (QTY/CS)

H-7310-14
H-7310-05
H-7310-55

1 Gal (4/Case)
5 Gal Pail
55 Gal Drum

